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Library Organizes Two University Community Events
The First Annual Symposium On Library Issues, sponsored by Ruth Patrick and Vice
President, Academic, Daniel Birch, takes place on Thursday, March 14th. The subject
for the first symposium, Scholarly Communication System in Jeopardy?, is one of the
most important issues facing academic libraries today.
Libraries of the top research institutions in North America now buy, on average, only
26% of available serial publications. The growth of scholarly publication and huge
increases in subscription costs are major reasons. The problem threatens the system
of scholarly communication and the solution will require the parti dpation of all
members of the academic community.
FIRST
Detailed coverage of the issue appears in
ANNUAL
the February UBC Library News and the
March 7th UBC Reports.
SYMPOSIUM
All library staff are encouraged to attend
the symposium. Ann Okerson and Ruth
Patrick will meet with the Deans and Vice
President Birch Thursday morning.
Library staff will have an opportunity to
meet Ann after the symposium—a notice
for this session will be sent out.
On March 18th, Ruth Patrick and President Strangway will hold a reception to
honour members of the University community who have published books between January 1990 and March 1991.
Response to the reception has been very
enthusiastic. More than one hundred and
sixty authors, induding Joan Stuchner
and Puran Gill, Catalogue Records, and
Chris Hives, University Archives, will
attend the event. As one would expect,
the books cover a wide spectrum of topics,
ranging from inflammatory bowel disease
to affordable housing. This is the first
time the University has formally acknowledged its authors and their contributions.

ON LIBRARY ISSUES
Scholarly Communication
System in Jeopardy?
guest speaker
Ann Okerson
Director, Office of Scientific and Academic Publishing,
Association of Research Libraries
panel
Dr. Martin Hollenberg Dean of Medicine
Or. Robert Kubioak Associate Dean of Arts
Dr. Peter Lusztig Dean of Commerce
Dr. David Measoay Associate Dean of Science
Dr. Ruth Patrick University Librarian
Dr. Jonathan WisenthalProfessor of English (Moderator)

Henry Angus Building, Room 110
Thursday, March 14th
1:00-2:30 p.m.

Everyone Welcome
—o~ondby
Dr. Rah / > « _ * . Unmnily Librarian
Dr. DtiMBMi. Vic* PraadaM, Aeadanie
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RFP Responses Due End of March
The Request for Proposal (RFP) for an automated library system was sent out to seventeen library system
vendors and announced in the Globe & Mail at the end of January. The RFP describes seventeen modules
that make up a total integrated library system, for example drculation, a booking system, online public
access catalogue (OPAC), interlibrary loan management, etc. Vendors have been asked to respond to eight
possible configurations of these modules, ranging from OPAC/circulation to a complete package of the
seventeen modules.
So far, five vendors—CARL, DYNDX, GEAC, NOTIS, and SOBECO (Multilis)—have indicated they will
respond to the RFP. Systems Division is planning to submit an informal response as well. Rob McGee, from
RMG Consultants in Chicago, will return to the Library April 9th and 10th. He will help the Project Management Team and Evaluation Team establish the necessary steps for the evaluation process.

Planning Process on Schedule
The Values and Vision Statements are close to perfection, the Library User Survey is ready to go out and the
draft reports of the six Environmental Scanning Task Groups have been distributed to all branches and
divisions. Jeff Gardner, from the Association of Research Libraries, will be here the first week of April to
meet with the Planning Coordination Team. He will help the Team begin the gap analysis, identify key
result areas and develop strategies for attaining our vision. Please have a look at the Environmental Scanning reports and send your comments to Ruth Patrick or Keith Bunnell as soon as possible.

Spotlight Series Shines
The first sessions of the Spotlight Series have been hits. Tom Shorthouse, Law Library, and Hilde
Colenbrander, Data Library, gave lively, informative and often amusing introductions to their branches.
Speakers lined up for the spring include Suzanne Dodson, who will give us the latest information about
preservation, and Paul Thiele from Crane Library. Watch for the announcement with the date, time and
place of the next session.
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Barcoding Task Group Formed
In December, members of the Circulation Task Group and Project Management Team met to begin planning
our long-awaited move to barcoding the library collection. A new Barcoding Task Group, which reports to
the Circulation Task Group, will be responsible for planning and implementing all aspects of barcoding.
The Task Group met with Rob McGee in early January and held its first planning meeting January 30th.
Though the main barcoding project is not expected to begin until spring 1992, the Task Group has started
discussing a variety of issues ranging from publicity to procedures, and test sites to T-shirts. A report
containing the Task Group's recommendations will be issued during the summer.
The Barcoding Task Group is currently in the information-gathering stage and welcomes input Members
are particularly interested in any non-circulation uses for barcodes and hearing from those who have had
experience barcoding collections elsewhere. Please send your ideas, articles, etc. to any member of the Task
Group. Watch for feature articles on barcoding in LAPtalk and the Bulletin.
Members of the Task Group are Nadine Baldwin, Leonora Crema (Chair), Don Dennis, Pete Edgar, Leah
Gordon, Joyce Harries and Martha Whitehead.
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SYSTEMS UPDATE
Response Time
The root cause of the poor response time is an increase of about twenty simultaneous library staff users.
The overload is not a result of increased numbers of non-staff, who are denied access to the system when
internal response times degrades to more than three seconds (as measured by the online system). Improving response time is a high priority but involves some complex choices. There are several solutions
being investigated. One is to make our system more efficient; a revised version of UBCLIB is now being
tested. Another is to move some of the load to the UNIX computers but to be effective, the databases
would have to be moved as well. A third solution is to increase the computer capacity. This is expensive
and complex because we have reached capacity in several areas, including memory, CPU speed, and disk
access.

New Files Added to LDMS and UBCLIB
Canadian Statistics Index and Canadian Education Index are now available for staff use in Additional
files on LDMS and UBCLIB command mode. Just type CSI or CEI to access the files. Display formats
are still being worked on for both files. Canadian Statistics Index (1989-) indexes Statistics Canada
publications and statistical publications from many other government and commercial sources. Canadian Education Index (June 1985-) is updated three times a year and indexes Canadian education
periodicals and other materials. The PsycINFO database now covers from 1980 to the present; it's
updated monthly.

Printing and Downloading Soon to be Available for Library Patrons
Systems has developed a prototype for printing and downloading UBCLIB searches which will be up for
testing in a public service area by the end of March. Patrons will do their search in command mode on
UBCLIB and create a file containing search results. Then they'll move to a PC workstation to download
the results to a disk or to print the results on a copycard-operated laser printer. When the command
mode version is working smoothly, a version for menu mode users will be created. Public services staff
hope this facility will shorten the lines at OPACs.

Other New Online Features
A new rush trace system was implemented last month and is working well. Systems is currently working on a bulletin board facility as part of the online MESSAGES task. It will be used for library job
postings, system technical notes and other internal notices.

sr&LT?o^uws
Jeremy Jarvis has been appointed as the Library's Financial and Budget Manager. He has a BA (Hons.)
in Industrial Economics from Nottingham University and MBA from Simon Fraser. He is a member of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of B.C. and a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales. Jeremy starts his new position on March 18th.
Helios
Goodbyes
Trono Desiree, LAI, Sedgewick
Thomas Lalonde, LAI, Circulation
Scott Smythe, LAI, Circulation
Richard West, Sec3, Administration
Gail Myerscough, Sec3, Administration
Kim Bromberg, LAI, HSSD
Christine Liu, LAI, HSSD
Sabina Brennenstuhl, LAI, MacMillan
Sophia Karasouli-Milobar, LAI, Circulation
Andrea Heyrman, LAI, Woodward
Fiona Yu, LAI, Curric Lab
Transfers
Ivy Lee, LA2, Order Division
Promotions
Irene Robb, LA2, Woodward
Pamela Niblock, LA3, Woodward
Pauline Willems, LA3, Map
Elizabeth Zunti, LA2, Gov Pubs
Linda Hilts, LA3, Order Division
Marilyn MacPherson, LA2, Woodward
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Science Open House
On February 7th, over 100 people attended the Science Division's Open House. It was a festive occasion
which included displays and computer searching demonstrations of both CD-ROM and remote databases.
The main purpose of the open house was to promote awareness, among current and potential users (especially faculty and graduate students), of the range and depth of services available to them in the Science
Division. The ten new handouts and display materials produced for the event have significant long-term
value and may be used as part of a travelling exhibit to reading rooms in the fall.
F i r s t UBC R e c o r d s A d d e d t o R L I N D a t a b a s e
In January, the staff in the Asian Units in Catalogue Records Division received training on how to search
and catalogue in RLIN (Research Libraries Information Network) using Chinese, Japanese and Korean
(CJK) vernacular forms. During training, nine UBC records were added to the RLIN databases for the first
time. The Asian Library still uses cards which have CJK vernacular forms written by a calligrapher. However, soon cards will be produced by RLIN. The Library has one terminal in the Asian Library and two in
Catalogue Records.
W i n n i n g With Words
Bonita Stableford, Head of the Science Division, is giving a half-day workshop on the art of persuasive
communication in management, Saturday, April 6, 8:30 am -1:30 pm, in the Sherrington Room in
Woodward Library. Sponsored by the Health Libraries Association of B.C., the workshop fees are $30 for
non-members and $20 for members. Registration is restricted to 30; deadline for registration is March 28.
For more information, call Pat Lysyk at Hamber Library (875-2154).
Free Advertising Space
Sedgewick Library has space on their public bulletin board to post handouts and notices from other branches
and divisions. If you're interested in advertising your services to undergraduates, please contact Judy
Atkinson (x2-4908).

Wanted:
View site near centre of campus for high tech building large enough to hold 20% of the student population and
over a million books. Site should be a simple rectangle for maximum operating efficiency with one entrance/
exit only. Total flexibility in cabling capabilities is mandatory. Serious inquiries only.
• f?r*iB__k'5**i

M a i n Library T - s h i r t s a n d S w e a t s h i r t s
Now you can wear Peter Lynde's cartoon of the Main
Library bursting at the seams on a T-shirt or sweatshirt.
The cartoon was used for a story about the need for more
library space in the UBC Alumni Chronicle in 1980.
They're available in 100% cotton or 50/50 blend in sizes
from small to extra-large. Prices vary from $8 to $20 (GST
included). Colour charts and order forms are in the student lounge of the Library School. Orders can be placed
Tuesday to Friday between 12:30 and 1:30.
Deadline: Friday, March 15th at 1:30.
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